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Heart attack in a young woman - all about genetics!
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Introduction/Aims: Cardiovascular diseases, such as acute myocardial infarction (AMI), are
the leading causes of mortality and morbidity in the world. The pathophysiological
mechanisms of AMI are multiple, but 50% results from thrombus formation from an
atherosclerotic plaque rupture. The role of the fV mutation in the arterial disease is
controversial, but several studies suggests that this mutation contributes to AMI in young
people and in those with cardiovascular risk factors (CVRF). Diagnose is made by searching
for the fV mutation and the anticoagulant treatment is indicated in the acute phase after the
thrombotic event. Keeping anticoagulation depends on the risk of recurrence and on the
bleeding risk.
Methods: A search for articles using the MeSH terms factor V Leiden mutation,
thrombophilia and acute myocardial infarction published between January and December
2015 was conducted. Case description: Caucasian woman with 37 years old, dyslipidemia,
did oral contraceptive since she had 20 years old. Maternal grandfather and paternal
grandmother were deceased by AMI at the age of 60 and her father passed away at the age of
44 from a stroke. At 36 years old she went to the hospital with AMI clinic which was
confirmed. During her staying at the hospital were requested the genetic study of
prothrombotic mutations that revealed a heterozygous fV Leiden mutation. She was
discharged medicated with double anti-aggregation and with the indication to change the
contraceptive.
Conclusion: The association between fV mutation and arterial events is controversial, but
one of the studies showed that the heterozygous fV mutation is associated with a significantly
increased risk of AMI in 2-3 times, especially if coexists cardiovascular risk factors. The
Family Physician plays a key role in the management of chronic diseases, especially in young
patients, due to its impact on everyday life and the necessary changes in lifestyle.

